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DRAFT ANNEX TO THE MANUAL ON E-COMMERCE AND INTERNATIONAL
TRADE IN SERVICES

A note by the Secretariat

A proposed draft Annex for the Manual on Statistics of International Trade in Services is attached.  It rests
on work initiated within the Interagency Task Force on Statistics of International Trade in Services.

 Delegates are invited to:

i. comment on its suitability or usefulness as a draft Annex to the Manual

ii. report on any work related to e-commerce and trade in services in their countries

iii. comment on how the measurement issues addressed in the annex might be advanced

iv. express an interest in membership of a proposed loose e-mail network of  contacts that could
cooperate in work on e-commerce issues related to the measurement of trade in services or trade in
goods
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DRAFT ANNEX [X]

E-COMMERCE AND THE MANUAL ON STATISTICS OF INTERNATIONAL
TRADE IN SERVICES

 Introduction

1. The Manual provides a framework for the measurement of international trade in services.  At the
time of writing it is apparent that the improvements in global communications through the medium of
telephone, cable,  internet, other computer networks and digital television and combinations of these are
contributing to an increase in both the potential for and the reality of cross border trade in services.  In
particular the growing use of the internet and other computer networks for the purposes of electronic
commerce (e-commerce) is both facilitating traditional forms of trade as well as generating new kinds of
trading activities and new markets, which bring together buyers and sellers in more efficient ways and with
less constraint from physical location and political geography.

2. The focus of this Annex is on issues related to e-commerce and the measurement of international
trade in services between residents and non-residents.  Some of these issues also impact on the
measurement of trade in goods.  The Annex also addresses indirectly related transactions (e.g., access to
networks such as the Internet, and telecommunications related services), since there is a need to clarify
their  allocation within EBOPS.  While international agreement has not at this time been reached in many
areas, this presentation of issues may be viewed as  a starting  point in further development work.

3. A debate is taking place on definitions of e-commerce and the content or products of such trade,
how to treat international e-commerce in the context of international trade agreements, and international
taxation policy issues related to e-commerce.  This note seeks to summarise the current state of these
debates, the issues raised and some possible implications for the recording of  trade in services.  This note
nonetheless recognises that countries and the international organisations concerned with finding agreement
on these matters have more work to do and so cannot prejudge the outcome of these discussions.

4. There is not at present a single internationally accepted definition of e-commerce, but a
provisional consensus is emerging around a narrow definition and broad definition from the work of the
OECD Working Party on Indicators for the Information Society (WPIIS).  The narrow definition only
includes internet based transactions resulting in the purchase or use of goods and services, while in the
broad definition, commerce becomes e-commerce when the Internet or any other electronic media in a
computer-mediated network have played a crucial role in one or more phases of the commercial process
(e.g., marketing, product selection, purchase, delivery, payment).  They are provisionally defined as
follows:
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 Narrow Definition of e-commerce:

An Internet transaction is the sale or purchase of goods or services, whether between businesses,
households, individuals, governments, and other public or private organisations, conducted over Internet-
protocol based networks.  The goods and services are ordered electronically, but the payment and the
ultimate delivery of the good or service may be conducted on or off-line.

 Broad Definition of e-commerce:

An electronic transaction is the sale or purchase of goods or services, whether between businesses,
households, individuals, governments, and other public or private organisations, conducted over computer-
mediated networks.  The goods and services are ordered electronically, but the payment and the ultimate
delivery of the good or service may be conducted on or off-line.

5. The rationale used to distinguish between computer-mediated and Internet-protocol based
networks is to characterise both the network (with respect to the openness of the network, e.g.
public/private, open/closed-group network) and the communication protocol used by the network (with
respect to the openness of the standard setting process, e.g. non-proprietary/proprietary communication
protocol).  These provisional definitions of electronic transactions are put forward with the understanding
that the terms computer-mediated networks and Internet-protocol based networks will need to be specified
in greater detail once there is agreement to the proposal of having both definitions based on a broader and
narrower  concept of the communication infrastructure.

6.  These different definitions correspond to diverse information needs or measurement objectives.
For example, one may wish to measure only the impact of new information technologies on the
commercial sector.  Alternatively, the goal may be to assess the impact of e-commerce on economic
activity, or on its transformation.

 E-commerce products and related services

7.             E-products - the content or products of e-commerce, are not yet defined but are sometimes
characterised as comprising digitised products and on-line services that are sold to consumers, individuals
and businesses alike.  Digitised products are those which could also be sold, in a similar form, using other
means, such as on diskette or CD-ROM.  Consumption of digitised products may happen at any time after
delivery.  On the other hand, distribution (delivery) and consumption of on-line services are simultaneous.
For example, hotel booking and on-line banking are examples of on-line services, while a music album or
an on-line newspaper  are examples of  digitised products.  The Table A2.1 provides some illustrative
examples of e-products.

8.             Related services include E-commerce supporting and auxiliary services, which are those services
that facilitate the dissemination of information over the networks (e.g., search engines) or incidental to it
(e.g., web advertising).  Even if these services are not always used in conjunction with e-commerce, a
substantial share of these services’ revenues is supposed to result from e-commerce.  These services are
generally used for intermediate consumption.

9. Also included in related services are networks access and telecommunication services, although
indirectly related to e-commerce.  The first sub-category, networks access to consumers relates to
commercial access services to the networks offered to the consumers, including businesses.  A well-known
example is the Internet subscription service by an Internet service provider (ISP).  The other sub-categories
include connection/interconnection services between networks operators, and telecommunication services,
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both for the public ( e.g. telephone services used in parallel with e-commerce) and for networks access
suppliers (e.g. national and international leased lines).

10. There is an issue as to whether certain digitised products delivered through e-commerce should
be considered as goods (albeit intangible ones) or services.  For example, would software downloaded
from the Internet be considered as a service, while a similar (but not necessarily identical) product
embodied in a CD-ROM is generally considered as a good.  It may equally be argued that similar products
delivered on  different mediums  are  in fact  different products because their utilisation and functionality is
affected by the medium.  This Annex is neutral on these issues, but favours an interim solution for the
treatment of these balance of payments transactions by compilers.

 Suppliers of e-commerce and related services

11. In parallel to defining e-products, one could consider a classification of suppliers, which are
likely to deliver these products:

• e-suppliers (suppliers of e-products);  it may be businesses which only provide their services through
the networks, or, more traditional companies which use the networks as an alternative means of
marketing and distribution;

• suppliers of supporting and auxiliary services.

• networks access providers, providing commercial networks access to the public.

• networks operators providing higher level interconnection services.

• public telecommunication operators.

12. In practice, however, there is not a clear separation between these different categories of
providers.  It is common that networks access providers also provide supporting and auxiliary services
(e.g., web pages hosting, directories, and e-mails), as well as interconnection between themselves.  Those
with a large infrastructure may also provide higher level interconnection services.  Also, large
telecommunication operators may provide network access services, as well as auxiliary services (e.g.
portals).

 Trade Policy Issues

13. The question of whether particular digital products, that are delivered on-line, should be
considered as goods or services is a controversial issue in trade policy discussion as it relates directly to the
question of which trade agreements apply, whether those of GATT for goods or the more discretionary
disciplines of the GATS for services.

 Tax Issues

14. There is currently active discussion concerning how consumption taxes might be levied on digital
products and services purchased,  and in the former case -  that are downloaded, from the Internet.
Hitherto this has been seen largely as a domestic issue within nations, but the Internet offers a greater
possibility for international transactions.  There is a perceived need for an agreed international framework
of taxation rules on such transactions.

15. In the case of goods purchased through the internet existing rules apply i.e. any taxation should
occur in the country of consumption and taxes are normally levied when the merchandise passes through
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customs.  However there is currently no international rule applicable to levying taxes on services and
digital products traded and delivered through the internet.

16. Further issues include defining digital products, their treatment as goods, services or some new
entity, and  identifying the location of the supplier for tax purposes, whether it is the residence of the
ultimate supplier or of the web-server  that is local to the consumer or of their Internet Service Provider
which could be considered an agent in the transaction.

17. There are a number of  options currently under consideration for levying consumption taxes,
which are seen as necessary, particularly in countries with high rates of VAT or Goods and Services Tax,
to avoid distorting the market in favour of foreign suppliers.  But there is also some reluctance to introduce
damaging taxes on an activity that policy makers are seeking to foster.

 Coverage issues

18. The Internet creates increased opportunities for small firms and individuals to trade
internationally.  A consequent question concerns whether e-commerce is creating significant international
trade activities that will not be picked up and identified by existing balance of payments mechanisms.  As
these mechanisms vary considerably from country to country, there will not be a single answer applicable
to all.  Areas of concern may in general be likely to include cross border transactions made by resident
individuals or transactions involving either resident businesses or individuals below certain threshold
values.  For example a particular problem has been highlighted regarding international retail sale of goods,
ordered over the Internet, as if the goods are below  threshold values, set by Customs, they will not be
identified in trade in goods, and  possibly not in trade in services either.

19. Many new, small dynamic companies may be involved in international e-commerce, which
presents problems of identification on business registers, a priority for compilers is likely to be the
targeting of large suppliers of these services in order to capture the bulk of  relevant international
transactions.  That said there will be a need to monitor the changing  profile of trade according to size of
business.

 Statistical allocation of international transactions

20. A concern of balance of payments compilers will be to clarify the treatment of e-commerce
transactions in the balance of payments context, within the framework and principles of BPM5 and with
reference to EBOPS.  A distinction can be made between products1 ordered and delivered via electronic
means, and those, which are ordered electronically but delivered in a traditional way.  When deliveries are
made off-line (e.g. by post or courier), even though the contracts may have been initiated and/or processed
electronically, the traditional statistical practices apply (e.g., recording at the customs in the case of goods,
or, in the case of services, using exchange records or surveys).  Thus, we will exclude these products from
our analysis and focus on those delivered electronically.

21. As described above, suppliers comprise e-suppliers (suppliers of e-products), suppliers of
supporting and auxiliary services, networks access providers, networks operators (providing
interconnection services), and telecommunication service suppliers.  The consumers are defined here as
individuals or businesses.

                                                     
1 In this note, "product" refer to output of the production process, whether goods or services.
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22. Although governments make increasing use of e-commerce solutions to provide government
services, these transactions are mostly domestic, and do not normally generate economic transactions
between residents and non-residents.  Thus, only two categories of transactors are considered, consumers
and suppliers.  Below is an analysis of transactions on products directly and indirectly related to e-
commerce, conducted by these transactors.

 E-products (digitised products and on-line services)

23. When a consumer uses networks such as the Internet to buy e-products, at the same time, he
generally uses telephone services to access his ISP, as well as Internet access services from his ISP.  These
other concurrent or underlying transactions are dealt within other headings in this Section.

24. Consumption of e-products leads to a balance of payments transaction when the supplier and the
consumer are resident in different countries.

25. Three principal issues are considered with regard to the treatment of e-products.  The suggested
solutions (if agreed upon), would significantly clarify the balance of payments treatment of e-commerce
transactions:

• there are many web sites that could be used at each phase of an e-commerce operation  (product
selection, purchase, and payment).  The location of any of these web sites is often different from that of
the supplier;  the residency of the supplier of the e-product is suggested as the most relevant criterion
in the balance of payments context for the qualification of the transaction.  However it is also possible
that the purchaser does not know the residency of the supplier and vice versa.

• when allocating a transaction to an EBOPS component, it is suggested that consideration be given to
the functional characteristic of the product traded and not its physical characteristic (digitised), or the
way it is delivered (electronically);  for example, electronic banking services are to be allocated to
financial services.

• It is suggested that  all digitised products traded through e-commerce are treated as services within
EBOPS, pending a comprehensive  international agreement on their treatment.

26. Related balance of payments transactions may indeed be allocated to almost any EBOPS
component, corresponding to the type of the e-product traded.  The Table A2.1 provides a possible and
illustrative allocation of e-products to EBOPS components.  These transactions both generate revenues for
e-suppliers and payments for consumers (i.e., a credit entry for the supplier's compiling economy, and a
debit entry for the consumer's compiling economy).

27. It should be noted that many e-products (e.g., on-line newspapers and magazines, portals) are free
of charge to consumers.  Often these products are funded from advertising.

28. The downloading of digital products, where international payment is made, presents some special
EBOPS allocation problems as the payment may be part royalty, part product related service and part
computer related service.  At the time of writing no general allocation solution has been agreed for such
products.

 Supporting and auxiliary services

29. Most supporting and auxiliary services relate to intermediate consumption.  This concerns, for
example, provision of  IT solutions, web page design, maintenance and hosting.  They generally have a
high software content, and are allocated to computer and information services.
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30. Advertising services, such as bannering, are a special case, since most suppliers (e.g., search
engines, portals, access providers and e-suppliers) incur both significant revenues and payments from this
activity.  These services would be recorded under advertising, market research, and public opinion polling
services.

 Networks access to consumers

31. As was noted above, in order to buy e-products, consumers need access to the networks (e.g.,
Internet access through ISPs).  Consumers are charged a periodic subscription either at a flat rate, or a
usage-based pricing, or, more commonly, a mixture of the two (usage-based pricing above a certain usage
limit).  The access may also be offered free of charge, and funded from advertising.

32. Balance of payments transactions are generated when these services are not free of charge and
when the access supplier and the client are located in different countries (e.g., a Swiss client of
CompuServe in the U.S.).

33. These services are sometimes viewed as telecommunication services, and sometimes as computer
and information services.  The major argument for computer and information services is that a wide range
of auxiliary services (e.g., web pages maintenance and hosting, Internet guidance, technical support) are
generally provided together with the link to the networks.

34. However, these supporting and auxiliary services might equally be considered as value added
telecommunication services.  Indeed, all GATS country commitments on ISPs’ services were scheduled
under telecommunication services.  The argument for the categorisation of network access providers as
telecommunication service providers is strengthened by the following:

• ISPs increasingly tend to include basic telephone services (local calls used in conjunction with Internet
use) as part of a package together with Internet access;

• direct Internet access with a new generation of telephone sets (e.g. mobile phones) is expected to gain
a substantial market share;  consumers do not need a computer to use e-commerce with this new
technology;

35. Accordingly, the Manual recommends that compilers allocate these services (networks access to
consumers) into the telecommunication  services component.

 Connection/interconnection services

36. There are many possible forms of connection/interconnection among access providers, between
access providers and internet exchanges, between access providers and backbone providers, and among
backbone providers.  When there are associate payments/revenues of any form (e.g., transit fees, flat rates)
between residents and non-residents, it appears appropriate to allocate these transactions to
telecommunication services.

 Telecommunication services

37. In parallel with e-commerce, consumers of e-products also consume telephone services to
connect to their networks access supplier.  However, these telephone calls are normally local, and do not
generate any balance of payments transaction.  In some cases however, when the consumers make an
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international call, e.g. when travelling abroad, to liaise with their network access provider, the balance of
payments transaction is to be recorded as telecommunication services.

38. Access providers may also use the services of public telecommunication operators (e.g., leased
lines).  These services are also normally recorded in the telecommunication services component.

 E-commerce and modes of supply

39. While it is recognised that the supply of services through e-commerce is covered by the GATS,
there is uncertainty on the allocation of modes of supply.  In particular it is often difficult to distinguish
between mode 1 - cross border supply, or  mode 2 - consumption abroad.

40. In both modes 1 and 2, the supplier is not present within the territory of the consumer, but in
mode 1 the service is delivered within the territory of the consumer, while in mode 2 it is delivered outside.
However, the place of delivery is not clear in the case of the cyberspace, which ignores geographical
boundaries.  For example, opening an account abroad is made easier using the networks;  then, the modal
allocation of associated financial operations, such as buying stocks, is rather unclear.

41. However and notwithstanding the complexity of this issue in the GATS context, the Manual
proposes a simplified approach to allocating modes of supply based on the physical location of the
consumer and supplier at the time the transaction is carried out.  Thanks to this approach, most e-
commerce transactions between residents and non-residents might be, as a first estimate,  allocated to a
single mode of supply.  Mode 1 delivery is likely to be the dominant mode with the consumer located in
his or her territory of residence while the supplier is not.

42. It may also happen that the consumer uses e-commerce when physically located abroad (mode 2).
However, these cases are likely  to be only  a small part of the total.  They could initially be ignored by
applying the Manual’s  simplification rules for the allocation of modes of supply.  Similarly, e-commerce
is not likely to be significant for mode 4 –presence of natural persons.

43. Although there are many relevant e-commerce issues associated to mode 3 – commercial
presence, they are not addressed in this Annex, which focuses on transactions between residents and non-
residents.

 Future work on electronic commerce and internet related services

44. The focus of future work on electronic commerce and internet related services should be to
further define and identify allocations of  transactions between residents and non-residents within EBOPS
or other components of the balance of payments in BPM5.  General rather than piecemeal solutions are
desirable.  Strategies for identifying traders and the question of determining the geographical location of
suppliers will also need further investigation.
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 Table A2.1:  illustrative allocation of e-products and related services to EBOPS

EBOPS Component  E-Products  

1. Transportation
1.2. Air transport
1.2.1 Passenger airline tickets
2. Travel On-line hotel reservations;  car rentals;  tours
3. Communications services
3.2. Telecommunication services Internet telephony;  email and voice-mail, internet access

provision
5. Insurance services
5.1. Life insurance and pension funding on-line life insurance services
5.3 Other direct insurance on-line direct insurance services
6. Financial services
6.1. Financial intermediation except investment banking electronic banking services to the consumers;  electronic banking

between financial institutions.
6.3.Services auxiliary to financial intermediation Financial information, quotation;  currency and securities on-line

trading;  payment services
7. Computer and information services
7.1. Computer services customised software;  remote data processing;  web page design,

web-site hosting and maintenance;  IT/e-commerce solutions
7.2. Information services
7.2.1 News agency services Digital transmission of news agencies services
7.2.2 Other information provision services On-line news, incl. sport news;  newspapers;  magazines;  on-line

data base services, mailing lists and directories
8  Royalties and license fees On-line standard software?]* [Web-TV and radio transmission;

igital transmission of films, videos, and music ?]* [Digital
ransmission of books;  games?]
Domain names?]

9. Other business services
9.1. Merchanting and other trade-related services
9.1.1 Merchanting
9.1.2 Other Retailing services;  auctions
9.3 Miscellaneous business, professional, and technical services
9.3.1. Legal, accounting, management consulting, and public relations
9.3.1.1 Legal services Legal advise and documentation;
9.3.1.2 Accounting, auditing, book-keeping and tax consulting services remote accounting, book-keeping and taxation services
9.3.2 Advertising, market research, and public opinion polling Web advertising (bannering)
9.3.3 Research and development Remote research and development
9.3.4 Architectural, engineering, and other technical Engineering consultancy;  draughtsmanship and design
9.3.6 Other Translation of documents;  photographic services
10. Personal, cultural, and recreational services
10.1 Audio-visual and related services Web-TV and radio transmission;  digital transmission of films,

ideos, and music ?]*

10.2 Other personal, cultural, and recreational services
10.2.1 Education services On-line or e-mail based courses
10.2.2 Health services Teleconsultancy, telediagnosis and distant patient care
10.2.3 Other [Digital transmission of books;  games?];  gambling (virtual

casinos);  other entertainment

* No recommendation is made by the Manual on allocation of these items in EBOPS, pending international
agreement.


